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Birds do it, bees do it. And guess whatâ€”cookies do it, too. In fact, never have a pair of gingerbread

cookies looked so pleased. Yes, the Kama Sutra meets the Joy of Cooking. Featuring an

unabashed gingerbread couple, who are photographed in unflinching full color, the Cookie Sutra is

a recipe for pleasure. There is The First Posture, where two are yoked as one (yet the calorie count

remains unchanged). The Pair of Tongs, allowing the woman to be open, free, sweet and crunchy.

Pounding the Spot, requiring the suppleness of freshly rolled dough. There is Scissors, Autumn

Dog, Tripod, The Wheelbarrow, The Snake Trap. And, for the advanced and adventurous, The

Suspended Congressâ€”great care must be taken lest the cookies crumble.
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This was a big hit at the bridal shower. I put together a package with gingerbread mix, bowl, apron,

those types of items to bring it all together. The book was passed around and everyone got a kick

out of it. this is my new favorite bridal shower gift.

I read the reviews here. I knew the book was small, but it was great! It was for a second wedding

and a shower with the girls. We are religious, but still like to have fun. I gave it like somebody else

did, with a gingerbread cookie mix, cookie sheets, hot pad, spatula, and sexy nightie. Plus I made

up a big "Bedazzle the Biscuit" poster (pin the candy on the ginger bread man) with candies. We

laughed and laughed it was by far the funnest gift at the party!



If you're ready for a dessert based bedroom experience, get this. At the very least it will put a smile

on your face and always raise an eyebrow when company comes over and sees it on the coffee

table.

This book is so cute. Adorable gingerbread cookies illustrating various sexual positions. Simple and

tastefully done, a light funny "coffee table" book.

I received this in a white elephant gift exchange and bought another one for another party. This gift

has always been the most popular one that keeps getting "stolen". I'll bet I will be buying it again for

other parties.

This is a cute book. For some reason I thought it was a cookbook, so don't misread like I did. :-) I

bought this as a gift. There is a recipe in the back of the book, which is a nice added bonus. The

book itself it adorable and quirky. I recommend this to anyone who's looking for an out of the box

present or just wants a fun book to read.

I first saw this book at a dirty santa party. The girl who brought it had made little gingerbread aprons

to go with it. It was a hit and had everyone laughing. It is such a cute little book that I bought one to

give out at Christmas after seeing it at the party. I think it will be on my dirty santa list from now on.

I have given this as an anniversary gift to three different couples so far. One of them was at a party

and the book was so popular they read out loud and showed the pictures. Add some cookie cutters

and cookie mix and you have an inexpensive, cute gift.
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